
No. WII/Purchase Cell/23-24/274
Dated: 28.11.2023

 
To,

_____________________
                _____________________
                _____________________
               
 
Sub: Quotations for Nitgen LAMS -Biometric Attendance Device, CCTV Camera and UPS
for WII – reg.
 
Sir,
 
The Wildlife Institute of India, Dehradun wishes to invite a quotation for a Biometric Attendance
Device for the existing Leave and Attendance Management System (LAMS), CCTV Camera
and UPS at Wildlife Institute of India, Dehradun. The details are given below:
 
S. No. Specification Quantity

1 Biometric Attendance Device
Nitgen T9 model (for existing Leave and Attendance Management
Software (LAMS) which is compatible with Nitgen make devices
only)

CPOU 1GHz Quad Core or higher
Min 5.0 inch touchpad LCD (480*800)
Tilted Dual Camera (Color & IR)
Flash 4G-MicroSD 8GB/2GB or higher
150,000 user/150,000 Card/150,000 Finger (1:10,000) Face
(1:2,000 template)
10,000,000 Log/20,000 Image Log
Sounds volume control, supports multiple languages
FAS04 (20*20mm/400*400 pixel/500 DOI)-PIV-certificated
sensor
Card Reader Options: 125 KHz RF13.56 MHz Smart Card (1
Sam Socket) HID 125 K Prox card (option9/HID iClassCard
(Option)
External SD Card supported Data Backup/FWUpgrade
If illumination is low, the image log is saved as an identifiable IR
image
Communication Interface TCP/IP (10/100M), RS-485, RS-232,
Wiegand in & Out Wireless LAN (USB type, Optional))
Tempter protection: Case open & removal from the wall
detection
4 In (1 Exit, 3 monitors), 2 Out (Combination with Lock control)
Android-based
ISO09001 and ISO14001 Certified
An embedded tilt camera automatically adjusts its angle to the
user’s height
IR (including IR LED) and colour cameras allow face
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authentication in darkness
Multi-factor Authentication: Face, Fingerprint, Card, PIN-1:1, 1:N
Fingerprint authentication, shortcut ID, etc.
Simultaneous face and fingerprint authentication
Electromagnetic lock and exit switch: Magnetic strip type of
strike bolt time as per requirement
Access Control Software should be included
With two extra adapters for above said device
T&A Software: Device must work with existing Leave and
Attendance Management Software (LAMS)

2 CCTV Camera
4MP IR VF Dome Network Camera
Specification: ½.7” Progressive Scan CMOS, 1920 x 1080 at 25
fps, 2.7 mm – 13.5mm varifocal lens, Color: 0.005 Lux @ (F1.6,
AGC ON), B/W: 0 Lux with IR, Support H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 120
db WDR, 3D Digital Noise Reduction, Three individually
configurable streams, 12 VDC & PoE, IR range: 40m compatibility
of Hikvision and Axis NVR, IP67, IK 10 Edge Analytics-Line
crossing detection, intrusion detection, Motion detection, Video
tampering, UL/BIS, CE, FCC certified

02

3 UPS
2KVA Online  UPS with battery and at least three output sockets

01

 
Terms & Conditions:

1. The specifications of the quoted item should be strictly as per the specifications
mentioned above.

2. Item at S No 1, Nitgen T9 biometric device is specific to our existing Leave and
Attendance Management System (LAMS). Supplier will have to install and configure the
device in our existing Access Manager Server. 

3. The items being quoted should be from the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) of a
reputed company and no non-standard items will be accepted by the Institute.   

4. The supplier should indicate the brand/make and full details of the equipment and submit
complete technical specifications, without leaving any scope for ambiguity must also
attach technical information literature, leaflets, catalogues, brochures etc. The supplier
must ensure that the quotation submitted is in accordance with the
requirements/specifications of WII.

5. The offer should be valid for a period of three months from the date of submission of
quotations.

6. Warranty:  You are required to give a warranty for a minimum period of one year from
the date of satisfactory supply of the item or as per OEM.  If during the warranty period,
the item supplied fails to give satisfactory performance and is found defective, you will
rectify the defect within a reasonable time; failing which the equipment should be
replaced with new one(s) without any extra cost.

7. Prices:  You should quote your rates on a fixed price on FOR, Wildlife Institute of India,
Chandrabani, Dehradun basis. An agency would be required for its delivery to the
Institute.  The taxes/VAT, if any should be clearly mentioned.  The prices should be
quoted only in Indian Rupees. 

8. You may submit your rates/offer for the above in the following format only.  You may use
separate sheets, if required.

 
Sl. No. Item Description and

Specifications
Unit Price Per

Sample
(In Rs.)

GST@% Total
Amount

Remarks, if
any.
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Note: Rates should be quoted only in accordance with the above-mentioned table; failing  which
their offer is liable for rejection.

7. The bidder is required to clearly mention that they agree to all the terms and conditions
of this quotation and it should be given on their printed letterhead indicating Sales Tax
Registration, FAX, Email, Telephone numbers, etc.

8. Offers of those firms will only be considered by the Institute, whose bids are meeting all
the technical specifications/parameters as given in the above Table.  If any of the given
specifications/parameters do not meet the required specifications as mentioned above,
their offer will not be considered and shall be summarily rejected by the Institute.

9. Comparison of Rates: Comparison of Rates shall be made after adding the taxes etc.
and given in the above Table.

10. Payment:  Payment shall be released on a bill basis after the entire supply, of the
testing results. 

11. Delivery: The agency would be required to supply the testing results within a period of
four weeks from the date of issue of the supply order if placed with your firm.

12. Penalty:  Penalty @ 0.5% per week will be charged for late supply subject to a
maximum of 5% on the amount of equipment which has been supplied late.

13. The above quantity of the equipment is approximate, the same may be reduced or
increased at the time of issuing supply order(s), depending upon the requirement of the
Institute.

14. The Institute reserves the right to accept or reject any of the quotations straightway
without assigning any reasons.

15. Last Date of Submission of Quotations:  Quotations in all respects in a sealed cover
super scribing Quotations for Nitgen T9 Bio-metric Attendance Device for existing
Leave and Attendance Management System (LAMS), CCTV Camera and UPS for
WII – reg. should reach the Purchase Officer, Wildlife Institute of India, Chandrabani,
Dehradun-248001, Uttarakhand on or before 27 December 2023 upto 1700 hrs.
Quotations received late will not be accepted by the Institute. 

 
Yours faithfully,

 
 
 
 

(K. K. Shrivastava)
Purchase Officer
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